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Q 1)How do other people perceive you? Identify one element of how others 

perceive you that you are interested in changing. It could be a positive 

perception (maybe they think you are more helpful than you really are) or a 

negative perception (maybe they think you don’t take your studies seriously). 

What are the reasons why they formed this perception? Think about the 

underlying reasons. 

What have you done to contribute to the development of this perception? 

Do you think there are perceptual errors that contribute to this perception? 

Are they stereotyping? Are they engaging in selective perception? 

Are you sure that your perception is the accurate one? What information do 

you have that makes your perceptions more valid than theirs? 

Create an action plan about how you can change this perception. 

ANSWER: 

The one which I have note is that people think I am very rude and I am not helpful 

to other peoples. 

1. The reason why people think about me is that I will tolerate any wrong 

person in my friend zone .I need true person whi is not mean. 

2. When ever some one ask a help from me so I will clear say No to other 

person because I know very well that he can do his work  and is asking me 

just for his enjoyment. 

3. Yes, This is perpetual because I know each person in family and I know very 

well whi is right and who is wrong .so when I react they thought that I am 

very rude. 



4. I think this is not valid perception because I have right to live freely and also 

I have right to contact person I want.people ythink I an rude and donot 

contact with that person,I know that oerson is wrong. 

5. Plane may be is that I will clear mentioned that if some one comes in my 

friend zone so they all are right person.True friendship are from 

heart.Money,race etc doesnot matters. 

 


